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CHAPl'ER I 
THE PROBLJ!M ANt> DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
For some t:l.me, there has been an open question of doubt existing 
conceming the validity of violin class training. In order to accomplish 
.. 
the actual teaching of the violin, the same b~sic techniques must b~ 
taught as always. However, the class training can become more concan-
trated through the use of carefully designed materials and drUl employ--
ing the l,lSe of group cooperation and competition, 
I ., t.rHE l>ROBLEC.f 
Statement~~ proble~. lt was the purpose of this study' to 
present a set of carefully graded example tunes based on all the basic 
}::leginning violin techniques so designed to apply easily to group cb:in. 
The material. is intended to be cQmpleted in six months·• 
Importance .2£ ~ stu&• In teaching the student to play enjoy .... 
able tunes which include basic vic:>lin techniques in carefUlly graded 
111anner$ the student enjoys the learning procedure. Due to the fact that 
techniques are taught simUltaneously, the student is constantly 
challenged, He experiences an early jo7 of accomplishment as he becomes 
acquainted with the wllole violin. 
2 
,6 II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
i'une Games. The term, Tune Games; was used through .. out. the report 
----
ot this study' to indicate a group or exercises which sought to teach 
violin techniques through the use o£ a series of carefully' graded melodies.. 
., 
I 
MWJ:HOOOLOOY 
In attempting to esta'bliah procedures 1n the~ dri.Uillg of the 
tecbn:l.que$. in Tune Game~~ two groupt of eatudents, each numbertng 
tiftao.n 'lt&ra •et up. EII.Oh of these groups ~ in a different bdld:lng, 
and 'Were Celilpoaed of fifth fWde studente. The fifth gl'B.tie Wa~S tJEtl$cted 
~e violin stu~ need$ not- only a, 1::liuiq knowledg& f>f rattsic ~n­
talo, blt also a comparati-yely 'WG~d&veloped ea%"~ It w~ tb$ P~U"PQse 
ot this studf to ehOw that moro atude.11:~~ ~ t~ tJ.~th pade had developed 
tb~.~ , #ibili tr than in the fourth {Wade, 'lhi$ d.eoie,ion was uTi ved at b,y CQie-
ful observation of clae»sroom music activitie2:1 in the tou.tth and fifth 
gradQ with the assistance o£ the vocal. aup$l"Visor. 
The method$ of se~cting these students were u follows~ 
t. ~esenting a v.toUn dtmonatl'ation to each ot the three fifth 
~a~ claasroou :in each building. ~tep8 in the deliWm~at:lon 
A. e:ipla~g of ,.rta of the violin, 
»• playing an att:qctiw, sho~t; violin solo, 
o. a11ow:!.ng one €#' two students to llold the vif)lin an(1 touch 
~ t while inatru.ctor plqs to deV$lop pexosonrd interest .and 
c;onve:rs~t:l.on, 
D, play:trig a familiar ttln$ the cla~Ss lmo14'.t· 
~ allowing class to sing while the ~olin. is played, 
F. 1£ possible• to f<Jllow -up with student pet-formance. 
" 
II. Request was made to each class for all students who wer& 
interested in studying the violin. These students were 
' 
4 
brought into the assembly hall in one group. Each student 
was given a form to take home to obtain bis parents-' 
permission. 
ni. Students whose parents gave a signed consent were a:tlowed 
to take ou.t school .. owned violins on loan without charge 
when parents signed a. loan contract. These students w-er~ 
charged the regular instrumental class fee of fifty cent$ 
per period• 
1.1 *" The instruments used were purchas$d by the school or were 
gifts donated fran town citizens. It should be said at 
this point that it would be more desirable if all students 
purchased their own instruments, all the same type •-
Unifomi ty o£ the teaching approach and equality in student 
attitud~ would be encouraged b.r this proQedure. At present 
tile students ate .allowed to use school-owned violins during 
the i'irst year 1 Students are advised tba.t at tm end of 
the first year, they are to purchase their own instruments 
under the guidance of the m~sic department. 
V. Students should meet once each day during school time in 
supervised instruction, However~ since this was not 
possible; the class groups thus met twice a week, once 
dlii'ing the schoo-l day, and once after school. Naturally, 
this posed some di:f£icu1ty in developing eontinuity. Students 
wer$ not allowed to take their violins home untU aftm-
eight lessons. Th~ purpose o:f this policy was to fi~ 
establish basic techniques before students we~e allowed 
to practice at hc:mte. If students meet once each day-, the 
supervised stu~ technique become~ just as valid as their 
regular classroom procedure. With on1y two mee~ings a 
'week, this procedure was not a$;-)effective as desired and 
more review drill was neeessaey-,. !ha two meetings a week 
1fere of one half hour each •. 
VI. The materials in these enmples were d.esigned to take the 
students through six months of tra:lning. At the end of six 
months, the average student should be able to pla)r With 
accuraa,r the selections at the end of these lessons~ It 
was found that the resul. ts were approximately eighty pe!'Cent 
successfUl. Naturally, som.e students played with more 
accuracy- than others~ The means o£ testing employed were: 
A. AlloW' students to plal' any one of the last eight 
selections to be played, o£ their own choice. 
B. Instructor selects one o£ the last eight selections. 
Testing Criteria; 
A. Correct bowing in direction and technique. 
B. Correct intonation.(take a percentage) 
c. Correct rhytlmh (take a percentage) 
Additional testing media are necessary throughout the training 
from the very start. The class training procedure is 
intended to encourage group learning with these students 
moving along together and gaining fran each other, However, 
, 
individual testing periodically will allow £or student 
6' 
grading and help bUild a healthy competitive spirit. 
VII. The second step in the ·besting procedure was to have .students 
play exeerpta from other violin works. 
• 
A-. Isaac Violin Method :aook II 
B. Hohman .. Wolfhart Book I 
This procedure was intanded to show that the ma·ter;i.als used 
during the a~-montbJs period r10uld prepare a student fo;t> 
var;ious techniques outside the specific method• trowave~, 
this step in the testing procedure had to be flexible ainae 
the techniques thUS tar leatned bad to be ~dapted t~ the 
new mate:riala in the other texts. The basie pUrpose of 
th~ uae of the new supplementary l!latel"ials was to learn 'to 
adapt basic techniques to any new materials. This was 
considered as a critical_ step in th~ study' of the instrument 
since the student now reali~es that he bas too ability to 
pliy- variotts matel"ials,. 
'lbe name~ ... Gam__.e.-s wae selected for two purposes: (1) as an 
a:M;ractive nama to interest student$, and ( 2) provide a gt'adad series of 
selections. Thus, the step by step problems through which a violin 
student nmst progress are not merely treated as technical prob~.t but 
ttather .as individual tunes, each one a bit more adVanced than the. previous 
one. B.Y this means, it is possib1e to cover more ground in a shorter 
period of time ,than by isol.ating each probl.em in a stereotyped fashion. 
The question will naturally arise concerning the validity of' 
'~, concentrating so much material in such a short period of timel as 
against the principle of fir.mly grounding each technique befoi'e going on 
7 
It is permissible for an instructor to select tunes of his own 
- . 
choice for t~e class.to learn. They may even be songs from the childrens' 
classro~m son~ ~exts~ Selec~ed songs should alw~s be_ adapted to. contorm 
to the pattem o£ Tune Games, with relation to bowing, fingering and 
·--
rlzythmic problems. It is advised that supplementary tunes should not be 
. . 
attempted until after the_ ~ork in Lesson IX. . The ~teps which appear may 
be _traced ~o re~ si~~ations in ~usical sel~ctions. ~le teaching the 
Tune Games, much supplementary material can be used to aug.:llllent each 
~ .... ~ .. ,.. ... "~<. 
section and in this_way the work becomes functional. _Supplementary 
material. at this level should be confined to violin adaptations of sample 
. . . 
melodies the children lmow, such as "Merrily 1ve Roll Along, " "Jingle 
"' .. .... .,. 
Bells," t'Fr~re Jacq~es, tr ttQld MacDonald's Farm" {adapted for one string) 
and ntong Long Ago''~ 
. 
Ore~tivity is encouraged in the instructor and students through 
Tune Games. The .foregoing examples in supplementary s~lections are steps 
-- fl i. --
- . 
in this direction. Oreativit~ can lend .free~om o£ personal expression 
which is one of the greatest assets o£ music. However, it should be noted 
. . . 
that basic teclmiques should be within the student's grasp in o~der to,have 
. 
the facility necessary to perform satisfactorily. students have a natural 
desire to be creative. In order to satisfy this natural urge and at the 
same time progress in an orde-rly fashion with concentrated effort and drill, 
~ Games attempts to satisfy both the natural desire and yet cover all 
~he technical problems _in proper fashion. 
The problem of drill is an important one and de~erves careful 
consideration. Drill is the method whereby' techniques are carefully 
I 
. , 
·~ 
8 
worked out and become a habit. vr~ry oftet:l it is found tlecessacy to drill 
and repea~ two or four measures at a time. The steps must be accomplished 
in proper order so that the growth will be firmly established at each 
l~vel. An example o£ this is the development of staccato bowing. Ex:ampl~ 
l ~ves the student an opportunity to repeat the staccato bowing eight· 
. ~ 
' times before changing strings, thus offering maximum drill for the bowing. 
In Example 2, ~he change from string to string occurs _more rapidly offering 
more challenge. Next, four. staccatos, are placed in one bow requiring 
more even division of the bow and better bow balance~ Dividing the'·bow in 
equa1. parts should be carefully ~lled. 
Additional chal]$nges in bow division and accent az:e offered in 
Examples 4 and 5 as follows; 
(1) Eighth notes require more rapid bow strokes. Students should 
be encouraged to draw !9ighth notes o£ the same length bow as 
quarter notes except where ma~ked otherwise and dratm twice 
as fast. The tendency will be to draw. the bow in short choppy 
strokes giving a tone with little resonance. Accent every 
every other eighth note in Exampie 4. 
(2) Example 5 requires two different accents, one on each triplet 
with the individual notes drawing the same length as 
Examples 3 and 4. 
The psychology of this procedure is tbat as various new techniques 
. . 
are attempted and drilled, especially with the left hand, the bow has a 
tendency of falling short o£ its duty, and-the t-onal results poor. This 
same general procedure can be followed in the development and renew of 
9 
other techni~es such as slurs. ~ Games offers a set of basic pro-
cedures bu.t are flexible and may be adapted according to each specific 
situation. 
The basic methodology employed in setting up these tunes was to 
provide an interesting series of violin techniques from the ver.r 
introduction to the instrument. This series of tunes develops the 
student to thetlpaint where he can handle the instrument satisfacto~ly 
and in an enjoyable manner on simple second year violin selections. 
CHAPTER III 
TUNE GAMES 
Lesson r. 
Examp'le 1. Check the arm position amd movement of· the bow from 
string to string. Keep the bow as close a;s possible to the previous 
string played •. In order to properly' introduce this step, stop the bow 
and 0ar17 it over to the next string before playing. Increase the 
rapidity of this movement until the transition for the movement from 
string to string is emootb. Encourage a slow, steady, well balanced bow 
with even pressure throughout. Drop the bow wrist slightly at the tip and 
raise the wrist slightly at the frog. 
Example 2. Draw the bow slightly faster for half notes and observe 
careful counts of two. 
Example 3. Draw bow slightly faster than Example2. Be careful. 
of bow control with increased speed especially at the tip, and keep tempo 
steaq,. Students are not too tempo-conscious on their own at this stage. 
For this reason the piano should be used to advantage to stress the new 
rhythms. 
Example 4. ·Accomplish this by dropping and raising the bow wrist 
in going from string to string. Follow through smoothly as the lil'ist raises 
and drops. 
Examples 5, 6, and 7. Notice in these examples that the direction 
of the bow movement changes when progressing from the E string back to ~he 
G as from the G string up to the E. In example 5, in measure 7, the up 
bow stroke is now prepared by raising the bow wrist slightly. 
11 
\ 
12 
0 Lesson II. 
Example 1. This is called Staccato,or stopping the }:low quicttly, 
I 
Here we draw the bow quickly, stopping short, then continuing with another 
short stroke in the eame direction. Continue in the same direction as 
long as the note~ are connected with a curved line called a tie. The notes 
'Will appear with .dots over or under theme. The more notes that are played 
in one bow, tbe shorter -the bow stroke should be tor each note. Tbitt 
conception must- care£11lly but briefly develop with the aid o£ the, teacher. 
;rn sta~cato l>Qwing1 the student develops ·t;he abtlit;r to balanee and ccmtrol 
the bot·u Stopping the bow abruptly requires additiorn\1 control to stop 
acratching and slipping• It also requires measuring the bow into sect;tons 
of equal len!rth• 
Example 2.. Counting the .reyibn here aids in better balance and 
botv division. In exercise 1.; state; 11Count l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 on each stt'ing•" 
In exercise 2,p_ state; "count 1 2 3 4 6n each string." 
Example 3~ Here we use four quarter notes in a bow necessitating 
a division Of the bow into four equal. parts. 
Illxample 4~ Here we use £our eighth notes which again means dividing 
the bow ,into four equal parts. 
E!cample 5.. Here the bow is divided into three equal parts, The 
Change in"'the rapicij.t_y of the bow between Examples 31 4 and 5 must be 
.. 
carefally ;noted. The triplet group includes only three notes to a bow bu.t 
the bow is drawn ;rapidly' sil\ce all the notes are played to one beat. 
l ) 
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Lesson III 
This lesson introduces a proC$dure whereby open string bowing c~ 
be utilized to advantage when coupled with a £aniliar tune and rhytbln.. The 
tune is presented b:f having the· piano play the familiar selection clearly 
while the students play open strings which· are arranged to copy the exact 
rllY'tlm or the song and utilize IJ IV and. V chord h.armo~ tor the songs. 
This is the beginning ·of the violin ensemble. FUl..L boos should be used 
on. all notes and· bow direction should be carefully observed. students 
should read the actual notea ti!om the page. vJhen a selection has been 
memorl.tad, it should be played with the students turned almy from their 
stands, Instructor should tnake q~ck corrections and observe bowing 
directions. 
•• 
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Lesson IV. 
Slurs are played by' continuing the bow in the same direction 
steadily without stopping between notes. This gives additional opportun- · 
i ty for developing bow control. The bow should move smoothly from string 
to string with even pressure. Keep the bow as near as possible to the 
previous string playedc. 
~le 1 and 2. In these examples, the increased rapidity in 
rhythm from half notes to quarter notes means a more rapid slur. Concan-
trate on a smooth change. 
Example .3: Here the bow direction is changed in the downward 
progression from the E string to the G string. A little mora pressure is 
needed on the bow since~ there is naturally less pressure at the tip of the 
bow. The tip is approached toward the latter part of the slur and as the 
pressure is increased, the bow carries smoot~ over to the next string. 
The change should occur at the middle of the bow. 
Example 4, 5, and 6. The purpose of these examples is to increase 
the difficulty in slurringo The bow is brought over from one string to· 
another between slurs as between the second and third beats of measure one 
in Exercise 4• students shoulQ. read notes carefully and observe the change 
in bow direction when proceeding ,t'rom the E string to t~e G string. 
l..B..SS <> j\1- 'l:il:. 
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~ Lesson v. 
Example 1. The douple etop is actually a combination o£the two 
previously slurred noteso This is not always the case in later work in 
double stops but it will facilitate the int~oduction to double stop playing_ 
The lift and drop of the bow from string to string differs with 
single notes· slurred a~ appears in measure one where the bow moves enough 
to clear both strings complet.ely- and tor the double stop where tbe boti moves 
back only hal£ of the movement in order to play on both string!3 simul• 
taneous~- This chang~ in degree of bow movement increases the necessity 
foJ: bowing accura.cy. Double stops will also increase the balance of the 
bow made :necessary by tho need for enual. bcr.i pressure on both strings. 
Example 2. The canbination of quarter and ha1f notes increase 
rhythmic di.f'i'iculty without increasing the reading problem. Increase the 
speed of tones as written but continue full bows. Keep the bow as cl.ose 
as possible to both s.trings and count rbythll accurately-. 
s n .-plc. k 
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Lesson VI. 
~lel" The problem here is to decrease the amoun~ o£ 
prepa.ratiOll between the double stops by elimination of one set o£ slurs 
pr.eaEtdirlg t.he double stop. This brings us one step closer to the complete 
double s·oop_. 
EKample 2o Alternate measlll'es include quarter notes which now 
-cover three strings. ~he repeated note in the slurs is the note comxnon to 
both double stops in the next measure. This was: done in order to establish 
a focal point of balance betW<!e'il the three strings. The first tuo measures 
for example would mean the D string should be considered as the point of 
center for the G» D and A strings. 
Example 3. Uere we begin the playing with the double stop w-lth 
no preparation. :Bow must be placed on both strings with even pressure 
befot•e be;gimrl.ng. 
Example 4. Here we find the complete doubl0 stop in quarter and 
half' note combinations. At first students should cross strings slotv~ tdth 
prep~tion, stopping the · io~1 if necessary between double stops. Students 
muGt adhere care.f'ul.ly to correct rhythm, bowing,. tone and balance on double 
stops. 
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Lesson VII. 
The problem her$•is double ~tops in~ 
-combinations using slurs • v1ork on even bow pressure and listening for 
both strings.. The tolling motion in the slur mter to the next string 
sP,ould ba done gradually until the next string sounds. Do not go over 
quickly th'U.3 necessitating· a retum to the 'middle string,. 
E-t.:ample 4.. The problem he!"e is crossing strings batween bows .. 
tis ean be a. very awkward step and must be drllled carefully.. Usa 
lliraraple hA as a prepa.rator:r drill to Example 4. This drills the crossing 
o£ strings on half notes. During the two beat note1 adjust pressure .on 
both strings equally, Emphasi~e both notes oi' the double stop on the 
piano so that the student will ac;custom himself' to bearing both tones. 
1 ... ~~~ 0 (4 :or: 
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Lesson VIII. 
Selections on this page include the use of double stops played 
with staccato bowing. The increased dif'ficul ty in balanced. bow playing 
l 
in· double stop and staccato combination is evident due to the increased 
speed of the bow. 
A fUll bow should be used in ~1 combinations. Students must 
g~'ll.ge how speed depending on number o£ notes to a bow and th(!ir duration,. 
Do not begin the movem~t of tbe bow toward the new string until 
the last staccato is completed. Students should listen care£ully to bear 
both notes at the very- beginning of' each bow. 
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Leeeon IX. 
Drill the new finger positiono UFirst finger fUll step up, second 
finger full step from first, third finger half step up from second run fourth 
finger full step up £rom third. tt A whole rest has been allowed between 
each fingering execution in order to allow time for adequate preparat'i.on• 
~r 
The instructor shoUld de1uonstrate the fingering briefly before students 
play• The descending passage has no rests since tlie fingers are inere17 
released one at a time. In o:rd$r to accomplish this;· a11 f!nger.s should 
remain down in the descending passage, 
Drill th~ correct hand and finger position. l 1Left elboTIT well under 
the violin, fingers curved over the violin and wrist straight." 
EkmnJ?les 22 .3 an~ h. 
In these selections we use a gradually mol'e rapid rhythm and li!Ore 
rapid finger changeo students smuld use full bows drawn more rapidly;. 
The piano shc>uld be tlsed constantly to assist in setting the feeling for 
each new key • 
The fourth finger will not completely stretch into position at the 
beginning but the students shuuld be given some constant drilling., This 
means that the fourth finger can. sound slightly nat. Encourag~ students 
to stretch the finger before putting it down. 
Example.s. 
Repetition of the pa:ttern on page above, Examples .3 and k except 
orA the G stl."ing• The sequence of strings thus covered is D9 A» E, and Go 
tC:J 
\ 
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EKample 6. By this time, the finger pattem should be fairly well 
set. Combinations of rhythms and bowings are presented. Dividing the 
bow into Upper Halt (UH) and Lower Halt (LH) means additional concentration 
on 'boW balance o Students at first may be slightly confused at the dii'fer-
Gnce between the two halves of the bow. Explanation should be based on the 
use of a shorter bow for the quarter notes and a longer bow for the half 
notes. 
In order to help the students get the feel of playing in each halt 
ot the bow, short preliminary drills can be used by rote, plqing open 
strings £-1...a-st as a series in the upper half of the bow and toon a series in 
the lower bali' of the bow • 
.~Rle 1.. Identical to ~::tlrllple 6 except that :i. t is· perfomed on 
the A string in the key of' A• 
~mple 8. This selection is set up <a"l! the basis Qf a tunG 'dsing 
the r}Wt~s of Examples 6 and 7• However all notes appear in diatonicallY 
asQending and descending progressions. Oonstsnt repetition ot pal~ ot the 
progression _in every two measlli'es allows ~o1• d:rlll .,Jhile playlna .. · ~~ist 
students !teep as many fingers doun as possible~ especially in t® ascen.dirg 
. progessions• 
; 
Class may u.se ~:tnging procedure: "Class sing, 'Up and dm1n the stepst rr 
12 3 h 1 2 3 4 
I 
Example 9. This ia a 'l'epetition of Example 8 on too G string .. 
. 
fi.ngerings in varied pattemo"' Thesl3e t1.me games a.re written in halt and 
whole notes nllowing for full bows at slower speeds. 
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tesson X 
Problems covered- These tune games are written in hall and ~vhole 
notes allowing for full bows at slower speeds. 
D~ll notes-
(1) Even bow pressure 
(2) Even bow speed 
(.3) Proper control of bow placement on the strings midway between 
the bridge and finger board at all parts of the 'bow. 
Example 1. 
Check even distribution otbow for two slur,red half notes. 
Check finger pattern again 0 1 2 .3 4 
-
The finger skip in the slurred measure is downward rather than 
upward. The upward skip is more di.£ficult. 
This includes the 'tonality of the first tetrachord. 
·' 
Example 2 ~ Similiar to Example 1 blt on the A string. 
Example 3. Similiar to Example 2 ~t on the E stl'i~g. 
Example 4. Similiar to Example 2 but on the G string. 
Exa;mple 5. Song on ·t.he A combines the problems on this page with a 
tune. 
l.& SHiV .::L. 
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Lesl!lon XI 
Selection$ in this lesson are the completely fingered tunes of the 
open string combinations with piano a.ccompan:.Lnrent as appeared in Lesson I1Ic. 
Students realized a sense o£ accomplishment in the step from open strings 
to the complete fingering of the same tunes 
Tunes are confin_ed to one string to provide maximum efficiency of 
finger dnlll with less bowing difficulty. This is tm first example since 
Lesson. IX, 'Fingering Introduction•, in whicb a selection 'Qegins on t~ 
second finger., Care ahoul.d be taken to proceed up to the second finger 
diatonically b'om the open string.,-
1.1' )J•" IE:: 
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Lesson XII 
Introduction of a new finger position. 
... open and first finger full step, first and second half' step., 
second and third full step, third and fourth f'ull step. 
J7 
This finger position enables the teaCher to introduce four keys in 
new positions on new strings. The keys are F1 C,; G and Bb. 
Example 1, Care shoUld be taken to see that the first finger is 
accurately in tune so that the second, touching the first will also be ±n:~::,:··~::~J 
tune. The fourth finger position is repeated to allow for finger stretch• 
.. , EJxamPles 2, 3, and 4~ ~he finger positions on the other· strings in 
these tune games are similiar. However,. the rhytbmic ideas are varied to 
allow for greater experienee 'lfhile performing on different strings-. 
Students should use a full bow for quarter notes, half notes and 
whole notes.. However, tbe difference between each is the bow speed. .In 
most cases, where half notes and quarter notes are used in combinations 
appearing every measure, it is better to use full bow and half bow as is 
shown in other Tune Games • In this case there is more continuation of the 
---
same type of rhythm throughout. 
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Lesson XIII 
Examples in this lesson concentrate on application ot two o£ the 
keys used in the previous lesson. Following these two keys (Key of F and 
Bb) ll we travel in smooth sequence into the next two .flat keys of Eb and 
Ab. The key of .Bb is presented twice in order to allow use of two a~ings. 
Examples 1 and 2. The second finger position has first been 
established by approaching it diatonically £rom the corresponding open 
string.- The key is firmly established \d th the second finger in £ourtb 
measute on a half note. students should hear the feeling o£ rest on the 
second finger. 
J.~~~of'l 'X:m;. 
...,-;vr. -" "Tfl~ i) ANP A \ii~w" s 
Les$on nv 
ln this lesson are presented the new keys of E flat and A flat 
in sequence with the new finger position --
......... open and first close, first and second one full tone apart1 
second and third one .full tone apart6 and tb.:l:td and fourth close. 
~be rhytlmdc sequence is the same as in the previous lesson :tn 
order to present no additional difficUlties~ Concentrate on the accuracy 
of the third finger in order to offer a finn ancho:r fo1• the fourth finger 
close. The first fitlger shoUld be pulled back to the nut. Accomplish 
this by curling the first back tightly in the hand rather than out of 
position. All fingers should be kept down at this leve~ and a constant 
check should be kept on the lett band position,. The last whole note 
is added on the first finger to end on the tonic. 
~:=a il 
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Lesson xv. 
This lesson includes ·selections played with the first note as the 
tonic of the establisbe.d .k.~y. In the previous lesson, merely a feeling 
far the key was establised by performing a cycle beginning on the open 
s1lx'ing but -using ·the fingers in ·tb9 sequence that they woul.d appe!W in the 
new key. 
Example 1. Lesson XIV sets tle key o£ Eb beginning on the open D 
and ending ·on first finger Eb. 
Example 2. Lesson XV sets the ke;r of Eb beginning with the first 
finge~ vl'bich is a step advancedt~ 
Also covered here is a complete scale ascending using all four 
fingers in this position• The deso~nding scale has been avoided in order 
to skip the difficulty of the step fran first finger low ba:ck to fourth 
finger. In the ascending scale, release the fourth finger before putting 
the first down on the n~ string. 
---- - -
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Lesson XVI 
These exampl:es use a finger poS'l tion previously set which began on 
the open string offering the same cor.responding type of work as explained 
in ~sson IV. However, in this case the ~e Qames begin with the second 
finger. Concentrate on the following obje6tives; 
1. Tune tm second finger aecurateJ.y ~fore beginning from the 
open st:r~. 
2. Curl the first finger back into the hand wi,thout moVing the 
thumb for Eb and l?b .. 
3. Use a full bow on all tones. 
4. Keep constant check on all phases of posi~on. 
... --
---
! 
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Lesson XVII 
In this lesson we mve a retum to and a review o£ the finger 
position; 
open to first- £ull step, first to second ... £u11 step 
second to third ... half stet>, third to fourth - £uU step 
Bowing problems* 
1. Quarter notes half bow as indicated 
L.H. - Lower halt .or heM 
U.H• ... Upper half of' bow 
2.- .Ful.1 tow on half notes. 
3• Lift bow on rests.. l3e careful to see that bow is retumed 
firml.y to the string before proceeding with the new bow •. 
4. Check the accuracy of fingers when a finger skip of two or 
three fingers is accomplished .. 
47 
5.- At times there may be as much difficulty present in ihe releasing 
of fingers in sequence in a descending passage as thel'e is in an 
ascending passage-. Accnracy of this should be checked and at 
intervals instructor should call fingers by rote.,_ 
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Lesson XVIII 
'J,'he first problem presented mre is the use of dotted quarter and 
eighth note combinations.. This has been inoluded as a slurred combination 
~ere to avoid rapid bow readjustment.. However~ students should observe 
accurate rhythm. J 
"The second problem presented on this page is tb! use of whole bow 
quarter notes and half bow eighth notes with the eighth notes ~k~d rr.H.-
Upper Half' and L,.H~t- Lower Half. The accuracy of tba bow am should be 
checked yeey closely h,e:re since the more rapid speed of the ·bow may cause 
trouble. 
Bowing hints ... 
1.,. Upper halt - uee the :forearm only-, dropping the wrist at the 
extreme tip and raising it slightly as the middle is approached• 
2-. Lower half -use the entire am from the shoulder and arch the 
wrist upward at the frog• 
'lilxlillple 14 The· only skip is in the fourth measure but the two half 
---- .I 
notes allow time to readjust the fourth finge~ if needed. 
E1Campl.e 2. Each skip is preeeeded in the previous measure by a 
M.atonio progression of the fingers that make up the skip, This is also 
true if! Example · ,). 
Er..ample :;, The notation of whole and half bow directions baiTe been 
left out so tmt the student ma:y use his own memory and judgment-.. We also 
see here the use of more eighth notes in succession. 
stop bow is used where the same tone is repeated in a combination 
euchas dotted quarte~ and eighth notes. 
EKa.Eaple 4-. J.i,ollow the -Pte -pattem as the examples in Lesson XVIIo 
t...t:. S>o/'l k y q [ 
Sl 
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Lesson XIX 
Probl®ls, covered in examples 1) 2 and .3. 
I . 
1. In finger sldps, drop al~ i'ingei.'s below the one to be played. 
. ' 
The insist~ce in . keep~ng the fingers down is based on the fact that the 
' 
fingers that.are not sounded offer a guide for the accurate position of 
the upper !in,ger to be sounded. Also; this position .bel ps in keeping the 
lett hand in proper alignment. 
2• Check carefully the crossing of' string-s. The bow should travel 
gradua).ly from one string to the other and l::egin cleanly on the neW string. 
Students should be cautioned not to begin to draw the bow in the new 
direction on the new string until tie bow has definitely arrived on that 
string. 
• 
• • 
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Lesson XX 
~les on this page begin with the G string. By now the student 
should have developed enough facility on all strings to play tdth equal 
accuraey. However; constant attention should be paid to the following 
detail.s~ 
1-. \ihen. pe)rfomng on the G string, the left .ann should be rolled 
well under the v-lolin 'With the left thumQ ~ie d nat~ally slightly under 
the neck of the vio~n, thus bringing the fingers of the left hand into 
correct perfotming position, 
The l.e:f't am: Form a st:ra:i.ght, imaginary line £rom the end of the 
.collal" bone nearest the neck to the elbow to the knuckle or the left thumb • 
. 
The bolf: The bow arm should be elevated all along the a,nn, n.-o1li the 
shoulder with the hand arcbed downward toward the violin, at. the lower half 
of the bowt~ At the upper hal£ or the bow~ tm wrist should graduallY' drop 
thus elevating the band slightly. 
!_camples lt, .21 and 3~ ~hese examples d~velop the ,folloWing objec .. 
tives: 
Two eighth notes are slurred in one beat• The bow should be ~awn 
at tle same speed as a single qu:u-ter note; that. is. a full bow 6c In. the 
combination of two s2urted and twQ $eparated eighth notes using half ~s 
for tM separa·bed no~s; concen:t;l:'ate. on oQrrect- rhythm and fingering 'Within 
a .slWi'• 
Rev.i.ew finger positions careful.l;r before playing the tune~ 
ElcampJ.e 4• Mora rapid changes OCC'Illl' here between elurred and 
separated eighth notes in succession._ Care should be taken to .sea that 
~sson XX (contt~ 
students make distinction between whole bows and halt bows for these 
passages·• 
Drill carefully the point whera the melody' crosses strings and 
~heck accUl'acy of pitch where more than one finger drops at a time. 
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APPENl);.tX 
'. I 
I 
CHAPrER.IV 
SUMMAR! 
Included here are a set ot results arrived at fran, notes talten 
·during and after each lesson j;a,~ .me comments apply to actual. · 
obServations made by the 'iilstr.mrtor'1fircording to t~ validity ot the 
objectives and suggested procedure$ ac~omp~g each lesson. ~n many 
cases it wil1 be noted tllat the conclusions indicate some improvements which 
were ·mada in the teaching step$ to arrtve at a more satisfactory resUlt. 
This uas usually the direct res\ll:t ot experiment with tlie students. The 
exp~:imentai statements were not made by indiscriminately changing the 
approach to the students; sine$ this woula resUlt in confusion. Instead» 
during revielt drills o:f the same les~on; new statements of approach. were 
used and the most successfu1 ones re4brded~ 
REC(H4FllDATIOOS 
I, Demonstration: Dem<>n~tra.te the violin and bow parts to the 
' 
class by pointing to the instrument sections calling out the names and' 
having the class repeat. A quick short selection by the instructor was 
used here to inject interest. l{S,ve the cl.ass stand in front of the 
demonstration page holding the1.1" own violins in front ot them; facing 
the strings. Glass and instructor then call out the names together as 
they again point to them. Ha.ve the class get the .feel of th~ whole violin. 
Follow the same pla,n for the bow. 
II • Introduction* Accom_pli$h Examp1es l and 2 in Lesson I f."irst 
by' rota. ~Talk through the class correcting positions and .using the piano 
as much as possible for support play:ing,. Perform these tt-to groups over 
59 
as many times as necessary to establish the correct feeling and confidence 
for position,. 
III... }Ujytbut Ask the class ho1-1 many- counts (beats) they should 
feel to each note in Example 2. This is important since all 'l'une Games 
. -
alternate between notes of different value in order to establish rhythmic 
conception·. 
IV. BoWing~ · Students should draw full bows at this point in all 
examples. Tbe concept of drawing a full bow prepares the way for freedom 
of the bow arm from the first stages o£ training. However~ it was noted 
that practically every' student had a different approach to the same problem. 
This had to be corrected to some extent by constant policing of the group 
,~th adjustments made quickly b.V the instructor~ 
V. ~g: Oheek tune o£ open strings frequently w.t thout 
stopping entire class •. At this point; the students look frequently at 
the violin to keep in position. students should move the bow gradually 
when going from string to string. In Example 4, stop between strings; 
-~ 
then play once through without stopping. This allows tor preparation. 
In Example 5, Lesson I 1 this movement is a problem of bllance and timing. 
!t was first developed by carrying the bow slowly .from string to str.tng1 
while the instructor called all changes and directions by rote. This 
encouraged them to think about the change while they drel-1 the two beat 
note. Care should be taken to see that students do not anticipate the 
actual execution of the next note. This happened and was corrected b.r 
stating, ttstop your bow, roll your bo-w slowly over to the mxt string by 
dropping{ o:r raising the hand ..... play the next note." 
in uniformity and clarity of execution. 
This is to assist 
6o 
The two types of bow movement for string change must be noted: 
A. The movement downward as from the G to D or D to A or A to E. 
-This may be done either at the tip or at the frog. 
' . 
~. At tip - (addition) State: ''Drop the band from the Wist." 
--
2. ~ ~O§- (addition) State: '!Roll the hand over from left 
to right.n 
-
B. The movement upward as from the E to A, A to D;, D to a. 
1.- At tip - (addition) State: ''Raise the hand from the wrist 
--
and follow through with the arm. 
2. !:: £ros •(addition) state: "Roll tba hand -over from 
right to left. tt 
VI, staccato Bowin§~ Here it is possible to apply the element of 
even bow control .and pressure by a wel.l balanced bow, arm,.. This important 
bowing principle is one result of staccato bowing since proper bow balance 
is more evident in the slower types of bowing. A review o£ Lesson J:, 
EXample 5, was £ound essential at this point. The variation in sequence 
of strings has been chang~d in Lesson II, Example 2, to cause closer 
attention to actual reading- Complete reading at this stage is not possible 
but a 1'~ step in that direction is necessary. Firm. pressure is crossing 
strings is necessary to peri'om the staccato. 
Have students develop the feeling constantly for various rbytl:mic 
phrase groups as sbowtl in Tune Games, Nwnbers l to S. Develop an interest... 
-
ing counting game to assist in this process. First have everybody count, 
tl\en alternate students count while others play to their counting and inta--
change.. Accompany the group at the piano by setting the rhythm with the 
use .. of basic chords, the fundamental beat being provided by the left hand. 
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VII. Drill sequences: Class names -· Pamela.~ .4].ice, James, and John .. 
ttPamela, play measures 1 and 2. 
Alice, play measures 1 and 2. 
Both girls play measures 1 and 2. 
James, play measures 3 and h. 
John, play meas~es 3 and 4 with James. 
As each new pupil plays a new s·equenc::e1 it is repeated together with the 
preVious pupil and thus around the class. Establish freedom of play in 
exercise games by having class a·t times· turn away £rom stands and pel'form 
specific game by memory as a guided drill• This allows an opportunity tor 
!!Students to watch their own positions and' make adjustments with a minimum 
of teacher assistance. 
VIII, Tone 3 It was found necessary at tbis stage of the training 
-
to include as part of the regUlar work portions of the exercises in Lesson 
III IS These are merely open string patterns harmonically arranged to 
provide background for the full piano melodies. It was found that the 
fundamentals were developed through this appr~ach: 
A. Additional eonfidence in fuller, firmer boWing. 
B• The familiarity with the rhythm developed some 
additional confidence in proper bowing of the quarter 
and half note rhythms. 
IX• F.J.oor ~ .2£ .-Ol;;;;;a;o,;;s.,.s: Students should be pl.aced in such a 
position that they can all be seen by tha instructor in bis line of vision 
at the piano, yet offering enough room to walk between them. students 
should be about six i"eet apart and facing ahead. They should face enough 
to their lett so that the :instructo~ bas a clear view of the left hand finger 
side (bow side) o£ each stude~t. 
x. Common Incorrect ~endencies: 
A. Bow thumb slipping through the bow grip. 
Correction:- State, ''Ben~ the thumb as you would when 
wr:t t:lng with a pencil .. " (Demonstrate to the class first 
wi~h a pencU then ~d. th a bow •. ) · -
'B'" Thumb incorrectly balanced in proportion to -othar four 
fingers. 
Co~ection:- State, «PUt the'thumb opposite the'middle 
two· fingers • n, I • 
a._ Bow sliding down the fingerboard at the tip esp~cially 
on more rapid bows. 
Oorrectiont- State, 1fAS you approach the tip, draw the 
trog of the boW gradually away from you and. lower the 
wrist•" 
De The bow very ~£ten ~rrived with tlie tip toward the body 
in ft'Og position. Thus1 the bow was not at right angles 
to the violin-. The result was a smaller angle .toward the 
tip. 
Correctiont- State;, 11As you approach the frog, raise the 
wrist and drop the band, tipping the bow stick away from 
yo'li•" The instructor should assist students manually 
at first. 
XI. An ....... a_l~=-s_i.,.s ,2! Lessons-Lesson !!,: The first fingering steps; and 
the application. This helped grasp the attention and interest at a point 
t 
~ when the students seemed to be eager :f.'or finger work. Some had begun to 
exper±menu themselves. Fingerings should first be taught b,y coaching 
closely among the students.. Rely on tbe piano at quick intervals ~1hen a 
section is set.· In ']!pne No. l, coach .closely the £irst nine measures 
ascending. Manually assist the students: 
' 
"Open D two beats (spoken in rhythm} rest, 2s (3, 4) 
1 2 3 .4 . ' 
I.nst~tl· 9£ saying ·~3" and ~·4 n, state in rhytbm: 
If possible; Sing this last statement. on p:i.t~h of E and strike 
' 
, note on the piano on the 4t~ belit·• A little practice will dev.elop ease 
' . 
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in this procedure• When the first finger measure starts§ state as in the 
• I 
first meastU"e: 
•~First f'inger two beats."~ etc. 
1 2 T· 4 
(Continue in like manner tor 
other fingers) 
Uae this procedure o~y until students are able to work satisfactorily 
themselves .. 
l~en ascending passage has been ~stablished once through, direct 
students through the descending passage by playing with them the entire 
passage in chordal progression at the piano calling the fingers at '!!he 
same t:itne. 
some difficulty existed in developing a shorter bow f~r quarter 
notes than previous:cy us~d in exm!lple~ or this le~son; ~amples l to 5. 
'!At the .fro~ play- Short, ehort,; lo-ng ... stop 
1 ~ ' :;':4 -
t'At the tip' play - Short, short, lo-ng - stop 
1 -2 34 
~his helps give direction plus rbyth.."lle Students respond quicker. 'if.-
directions are given while playing, using a clear, :firm voiceo 
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Additional help is offered by singing the rhythm on the required tones. 
This may be don~ by singing th.e words "shOrt, long, etc~ "J singing numbers 
ft>J;. beats, 1,. 21 3.- 4, ~te. · 
. ' ......... 
Singing the name of the finger to be used: 
Example: ''Open, 2; J, 41 
........... 
'First, up, 3; 4, 
~ 
Second, close 3, 4~-
_. 
Fourth, up, 3, 4,. ete. 
~ 
Each finger direction would be sung on the proper pitch. If pitch 
disoriminati~ among the students is still difficult, an added help is to 
have the students actually sing with the inst-ructor the different pitches. 
Next~ half the class pla15 tdrl.le the other half sings. Uext reverse the 
groups and finally the entire cl~ss .Plays while the instructor drills .f'rom. 
the. piano. Following are two examples which may be used as voeaJ. directions, 
these were used with. a marked degree of success4 
1. Two beats Two beats short short lo .. ~ etc~. 
1 2 3 4--r 2·-:r a 
Have students and instructor sing pbl'ases using words: 
2. U -up a-nd 
----- -
down the s~e - eps, etc.1 or _ _.............., -.-
We-e go-o 
r ~, 4 up the ste -eps, etc. r234-
Lesson IV: The problem 'here was teaching bow balance in siurs,. 
'rhe student must play four beats in one bow., two beats on each f!tring• 
The bow must. be drawn slowly from the very start. Review stepa in slll2!Ting 
£rom right to lett and left to right. For down and up bow slurs try to· use 
a scooping motion frorq. string to st~• Drill: G to D slu • ur step; 
n obange to A; slur~' l)o 
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Students will still draw varying. lengths of bow. Encourage them to draw 
full bow. nora.w your bow down toward the tip until your elbow is 
straight~ dropping the wrist slightly. Draw your bow up toward the frog. 
-
. . 
• 
As you do, stan bending the elbow; then gradually raise the e~Jtire arm 
from the shoulder• 
Leeson V3 Students had to be shown that it was not as far a dip 
to reach the double stop as was true in the complete slur :from string to 
string. At first the student should begin the double stop by starti!lg 
the bow on the G and gradually dropping the hand unt:i.l the D sounds with 
it. Accomplish this in each case by proceeding £rom the last note of' the 
slur before the double stop. 
Lesson VI; In this lesson we shorten the amount of slur used 
ba.tore the double atop. The bow movement must be carefully' controlled 
before and after the double atop which comes more frequently. 
Lessons VII and VIII~ No new problems were evident. 
Lessons X: The problem here was bow division.. en the slurs, most 
students at first will attempt to draw a .f'ulJ. bow on the first half note 
of the slur • "Slo - ow Slu ... ur, etc .• 
1 2 .3 4 
In example No.v 5, "Song of The A"t many students drew less bow on the up 
stroke as in measure three on the down stroke as in measure one.. The 
bow shoUld travel canple·cely to the ~:rog and both up and down bow s'trokes 
.ehould be of the same length. 
"Fu - 11 bo- ow; slu - ttr, fu- 11 bo - ow, etc. 
l 2 .3 4 1·2 3~h l 2 3 4 
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Lesson XI:. In playing these familiar tunes, the problem ·exists in 
po~sible rushing to ge·li through the ·tune and thus forgetting proper bow-
ing and fingering. students should lift the bow and return it to the 
frog on all restso 11Au Claire De La Lune'' and tr Jingle Bells" may be used 
as group performance selections bt having half the group play the open 
string harmonies in Lesson III. The two groups should be constantly 
altematedo Two additional problems were proper finger posit:I:on (playing 
in tune) and proper bow balance (use half bow for quarter notes~ and whole 
bow for half notes). 
Lesson XII: Care should be ·taken here to keep the fingers dmm 
as the students progress up the scale. Roll the hand over the violin 
with the arm well under as the fourth finger is approached. This ldll 
assist in the finger placement. 
Lesson XII!t In these selections; the key is established on the 
half note in the fourth measure, It is approached by a step proeess 
b:>om the open string, Students should be informed o£ this keY., to 
avoid question. This will assist .in tbe proper placement of the 
reminder of the tones in the exercise ~by' establishing a feeling for the 
entire scale of this key. 
Lesson XIV: This .finger pattern established the first finger key 
toneo The tunes begin on the open strings and end on .the first finger key 
tone. This entroduces the first feeling for tm true key of the tune. Use 
the following singing procedure for assistance in proper adjustment of the 
fingers: "Play open D~{with pitmo)., This is your first; tone. Call it 
•ti t and reading your notes, sing up the scaleo rr 
group ends the singing on 114~~" 
Be carefUl that the 
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Lesson XV.;. Hera we develop the next step which begins wi.th the 
first key finger. It was found necessary to begin with the open string 
once to tune the ~rst. properly. Since we now have a complete scale in 
measures nine, to. twelve, it was found beneficial to have the students s:t.ng 
the scale to aid m proper :finger position .and playing in tune. Care 
:should be taken in' setting the. first finger flat in half position to s(!le 
that the thUmb does not move out of its regular positionC! "Curl. the first 
finger tightly back into the hand for the low ,flat position. tt 
Lesson XVI: ln. this lesson we. advance to the next step which begixus 
with the second finger. As in Lesson XV, the second finger should be 
tuned by' playing up to it by step £rom the open string. The group $hould 
sing the s;rlla.bles1 "La, Ti; Do, n for the open first and second i'ingersw 
Lesson XVII~ Extended drill is offered here in the use of the 
different parts -o£ the. bow. At first the students will .overlap the 
upper and iower halves o£ the bow.- They·mut}t be shown that. a quarter 
note takes just bal;' the time of a half l).ote., therefore, we shOUld dra-w 
only- half a bow. Students with shorter arms should not be required to 
draw to the extreme tip bu.t onl.u as far as the arm will naturally allow. 
I 
The division should then be made aQcor~gly. 
Lesson XVIII: Bow balanc$ is stl'essed here with the use of the. 
conib:tnations dotted quarter and eighth. This combination should be slurred 
to avoid awkward ~bythmic difficulties in attempting to ret~ with a fUll 
bot-r on the eighth note. The ttvo single ~ighth notes are played in either 
the lower or upper half o£ the ba{v. Thia also holds true fo%' the group of 
. .tou,r eighth .noteso It was found necessaz:y to dr'lll the dot·ood quarter and 
Q., eighth combination by having the students count: none and two and "• 
The stop bow is used where the dotted quarter ap.d eighth ~anbination are 
on the some note, Examples IV and V combine the use of quarter note, 
eighth note; and dotted "quarter and eighth combinations. 
Lesson XIX: In i'Jds lesson we find extended use of changing 
quarter and eighth note combinations. It was .found that students would 
gradually play eighth notes and quarter notes in the same length bow. 
Oare£ul drill should establish the .fact that when the combinations appear 
in .rapid Se<llence, the bowing UH1 LH, and WB smuld be used to provide a 
smooth :.~eytbtnic flow. 
Lesson XX: Smooth legato bowing and an even flow of tune are 
developed in this lesson. Students were told to draw tlle full bows torte 
for all slurred quarter notes.. Bow divisions as in measures three and 
tour of Example No 2 should be a full bow for the quarter note, two 
slurred eighth notes and two slurred. quarter notes 11- Naturally, the bow 
will travel faster for the two slufred eighth notes than for the two 
slurred quartered notes. The length o:r the bow used should be the same, 
At this point, thf.l students were intX'Oduced to the elementacy 
school Qrehestra._ This group was made up o:r the various instruments and 
the students ranged from first to third year pupilrs. 
The violin parts in some instances were rearranged in order to 
provide usable material for the strings at their level or development. 
In some cases the tunes tba.t the violin class were ab1e top~ from 
Tune Games t:~re in turn ~earranged .for the entire orchestra in three and 
-
to'Ul" part harmoey., This helped provide additional incentive and eonfi-
(,lence on the part of the violins. 
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At .f.'.:trst, tha violin parts written for the' orcbestra numbers 
consisted of basic and ha~onic backgrounds to the orchestra numbe~s 
including the key tones of the dominant; su~dominant, supertonic, leading 
t~ne 11\ti tonic chords. '.Chi~ developed into· fingered tunes with the 
orchestra on standard material. This development coincided with the 
continuation of worts: in tune garr.e~ which resulted ini., the students 
developing additional facility with fingers-, bOw and playing of different 
keys-. 
Introduction to p,Laying in Different Keys. 
- - -
By using the same getteral position for the fingers on different 
at~,il\gs it is possible to introduce a number o£ £lt:'W:t~ey in each new 
I I 
selection. In obtaining this new key relationship, it is impol'~t t.o 
~siet the student by establishing the feeling of the tonalitr or the 
key.- ThiiJ step is more important tbari having the student. able. to rt!la:d 
the key verbally, This sense of' :reeling th~ prop$?:" tt;)nality artd the 
cor~ect adjustment of the fingers o£ the left hand that is necessar,r to 
pi'oduee this tonality, combine to pttesent an introduction to pl.aying in 
; 
different keys. This is more valuable in the initial statl!)s than merely 
reading the keys. The feeling £or tm key in actual correct perf'o~nc'e 
, 
can be more clearly understood 'by the student than technical stu.d;r• 
' 
Maturally1 it is necess~ to set the correct position of the 
finger o£ the lefli hand guided by the Sharps or fla.ts appearing in the 
key -signature. This should be taught clearly but briefly through the 
finger position method• It will be constantly necessary to con-ect the 
finger position until the correct tonality is established in the minds of 
the students by saying, "Sing the passage and match the singing ton~ u, 
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or "!.fa.toh the tone o£ the piano after it is once played." 
In order to establish the ke.y the instructor may assist the students 
b,y setting the fingers in the proper position manual~· at first. Establish 
the reasoning for the finger positions by compai'ing them with the key 
signaturf!.. Accomplish this step quickly bu.t accurately. 'lilhe second £inger 
is high because the sante letter pl.ace as that note in the key sig11ature 
has a sball) on it. rr The instructor may play a s:l.niple chord on the piano 
in the ke,y of the selection or the teacher may accompany the students at 
least once through playing the selection in right hand octave form with 
the left hand setting the ba.sie rbytbm. 
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